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Education is moving online, triggering an explosion
in data and questions on how to use it.
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Everywhere we turn, we create and use data. It happens when we drive down the
highway, use our cellphones, make a purchase at a store or seek Wi-Fi hot spots.
The Internet of Things (IoT) has arrived, bringing us smart devices including cars,
thermostats and refrigerators that are constantly generating data from many
locations. Educational campus environments are no different, collecting data to
improve products, services and learning.
In the last issue of Converge, we talked about data privacy and security on
campus, but in this issue, we dive a little deeper and consider how we engage with
data. In the past, we have used data in a more reflective and perhaps passive way.
Today, we are transitioning to a more intentional and proactive way of using data.
To do so, we must consider the data’s source. More importantly, we must consider
how this shift in mindsets changes the way we think about data because it is
everywhere, connecting to everything. From K-12 to higher education, leaders are
looking for ways to link student data and measure achievement and outcomes.
For this reason, we have focused on both the opportunities and challenges of data
use. Our stories will help readers understand what the experts say about these
important issues as they move forward in modernizing their own processes that
govern the use and collection of data.
One significant outcome of these efforts has been an increased interest in
employing data scientists in K-12 and higher education. As the need for data
expertise grows, this emerging role will only expand. Meanwhile, higher education
is looking to use data more effectively to improve student outcomes because
some funding is now based on graduation results rather than enrollment. In
K-12 education, for example, the New Hampshire PACE Pilot program uses data
for accountability in new ways that are now allowed under the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA).
Educators also need data to break down academic results into subgroups so
they can spot trends for students who might normally be overlooked, including
those in foster care. State education departments and child welfare agencies have
not traditionally shared data on these students in both directions. Under ESSA,
schools are required to report outcomes annually, which means solutions and
processes need to be put in place to not only comply with the law, but also help
these students succeed in practical ways.
Using data in new ways continues to change and move forward. Converge
is meant to serve as a resource to start conversations and share best practices,
which is how we all learn and transform education together. We hope this issue
sparks not only your interest but also great conversations as you develop and
refine your data strategies.
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By Adam Stone

The emerging role of the data scientist could have
a big impact on education, thanks to the data
explosion in public schools and universities.

PERTS
F

or education to
make good on the
promise of a datadriven future, a new
role needs to emerge
within the leadership ranks. While
a few universities and a handful of
school districts presently employ “data
scientists” or other similarly titled
professionals, this position — which is
rapidly gaining ground in government
and in diverse industry verticals — has
yet to take deep root in education.
Depending on what level of
education you investigate and who
you talk to, the data scientist is either a
boon to its future or a position without
a purpose. But there’s no question that
data, used the right way, is knowledge,
and how it’s used in education could
change its course for years to come.
More signiﬁcantly, how the data is
interpreted and analyzed makes it
important to understand the role,
current and future, of the data scientist.
In the K-12 world, data scientists
may have to ﬁght to prove their worth.
While the business community has
begun to invest in data as a driver of
success, many educators feel lukewarm
about it. They’ve been collecting data
for years, and it’s mostly been used
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EDUCATION’S NEW DATA EXPERTS

to penalize them. “We have used it as
a zinger, a way to shut down schools
and ﬁre superintendents,” said Kecia
Ray, director of the Center for Digital
Education (the Center is part of
e.Republic, Converge’s parent company).
These professionals will be highly
educated. Eighty-eight percent of
data scientists have at least a master’s
degree, and 46 percent have Ph.D.s,
according to recruiting ﬁrm Burtch
Works. But it will take more than just a
knowledge of how the numbers work
to succeed in this ﬁeld, experts say.
Even those willing to admit the
possible usefulness of data still come
to the table with little understanding
of its potential. “Because we have
focused so much on collecting and
reporting, we don’t have people well
trained in the synthesizing, analyzing
and interpreting roles,” Ray said.
So the K-12 data scientist will
have to be an educator, someone who
is willing and able to help teachers
understand and engage in data in new,
more meaningful ways. Data scientists
also will have to be big thinkers,
individuals capable of envisioning
far-reaching uses for their efforts.
“In K-12, our ideas have to scale to
large numbers,” said Andrew Berning,
a research scientist in K-12 Learning
Analytics at the University of Texas
at Arlington. “There are 5.5 million
K-12 students in Texas, and some of
our districts have 100,000 students.
If the data scientists are going to be
worth their salt, they are going to have
to be able to scale their ideas across
all the backgrounds and the levels of
readiness that kids bring to school.”
Considering that potential largescale impact, Berning believes
most K-12 data scientists should
be positioned fairly high in the
administration. “They will always
have to report to the instructional
side of the house, but it should
probably be a cabinet-level position
reporting to the superintendent,”
he said. “It should be on a par with
the chief technology officer.”
From such a lofty perch, data
scientists will need to deliver

6 Converge

ALEX J. BOWERS
Associate professor of education leadership
at Teachers College, Columbia University

more than just good ideas and
interesting reports: They will
need to deliver outcomes. Given
the media hype around artiﬁcial
intelligence, big data and all the
related buzzwords, educators are
going to expect data scientists to
make a noticeable difference.
“They need to show good working
models,” said Leo Brehm, CIO/CTO of
the Public Schools of Northborough
and Southborough in Massachusetts.
“That means they need to show how
data can take the logistical burden off
teachers. Teachers want to reach their
students, and if you can free up their
time to explore and make connections,
they will be on board with that.”
Experts in higher education echo
this thirst for tangible results. They say
data scientists will need to be skilled
in presenting information in ways
that educators can readily put to use.
“It’s one thing to create data that sits
in tables, and it’s something else to
be able to visualize that information,”
said Susan Metros, a former associate
vice provost and former associate CIO
for Technology Enhanced Learning at
the University of Southern California.
“If we are really going to be able to
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Overcoming Skepticism
The role of the education data
scientist becomes more apparent when
you consider the fact that educators
at all levels stand knee-deep in data.
Colleges have enrollment information,
ﬁnancial data and a range of personal
metrics. In K-12, “you know where
students live, their household ﬁnancial
status, how many parents they have.
Then you have all this academic data,
qualitative and qualitative, about how
they respond in math and history
and science and reading,” said Ray.
Administrators at the New York
Institute of Technology use data to make
real-estate decisions. The Public Schools
of Northborough and Southborough
leans on data to maximize its technology
investments, while Georgia public
schools leverage data to give teachers a
360-degree view of students’ progress.
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understand data and compare
it and adopt it into practice,
people are going to have to
be able to see it, to compare
it, to interact with it in ways
that are meaningful.”
Data scientists will need to
be discreet. They will need to
be remarkably sensitive to the
requirements for privacy and
conﬁdentiality that surround
their work. “There is a
growing call for open access,
but with education, just
like with medical data, you
can’t really have that,” said
Alex J. Bowers, an associate
professor of education
leadership at Teachers
College, Columbia University.
They’ll also be expected
to respond to such calls
for openness while at
the same time keeping
individual student data locked up
tight. Bowers suggested the way to
strike the balance is to keep data
private, but give open access to all
the algorithms and analyses that
school districts use. This invites the
public to be a part of the process,
while still respecting discretion.
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EDUCATION’S NEW DATA EXPERTS

a visiting scholar in data science at
WPC Healthcare, serving in the Office
of Research at Middle Tennessee
State University. “We can do it in the
ﬁrst semesters of freshman year. If
you look at how they are doing in a
writing class, a math class and the
ﬁrst class in their major, that is all
you need, and if you have that, then
you can do the early intervention.”
Such predictive algorithms rely
on the availability of rich sources
of data. Universities already have
metrics aplenty, and lately the rise
of online learning has brought with
it a signiﬁcant new data stream in
support of educators’ efforts. Who
looked at what course materials, when
and for how long? It’s all measurable,
and such data is especially helpful
given that teachers in an online
setting often do not have as close
a connection to their students as
do their brick-and-mortar peers.
“When you teach an online course,
you often don’t actually know the
students personally. The interaction is
very different from an in-person class,”
said Manfred Minimair, associate
professor and program director for

course utilization data, to see who is
taking what courses and also to see
where students get stuck. “We have
to offer the courses students need in
sufficient capacity, at different times,
during the day and in the evening,
online and on branch campuses.
There is real hard science sitting
behind those decisions,” he said.
Such analyses could cut right to
the heart of the academic enterprise.
“The challenge in higher ed is about
capacity,” Ray said. “In order to keep
all these people employed and all
these buildings running, we have to
ﬁll a certain number of seats. So how
do you recruit and retain students,
with the right ratio of people paying
cash and taking loans and taking
grants, all while being ﬁnancially
stable enough to attract the best
faculty and build the best facilities?”
Data can help schools to meet that
high mark. Some also see a role for
data in improving student outcomes
across both online and traditional
higher education. “We are able to
identify students within three key
classes and know whether or not they
are going to graduate,” said Todd Gary,

ROBERT SWIGGUM
CIO of the Georgia Department of Education

STAN KAADY

But challenges are inherent in
the emerging wave of data-driven
education. Teachers may be wary
after years of seeing student metrics
wielded like a club and test scores used
as a rationale for penalizing districts.
Some are skeptical of data scientists’
ability to peer deeply enough into the
inner workings of education. “In an
online course, I can tell you how many
minutes someone spent on a page,”
said Metros. “But they could have been
checking Facebook or having three
other conversations at the same time.”
In higher education, data scientists
are tapping metrics to improve
student outcomes, but the push
goes far beyond that. Schools are
using data to better manage their
facilities, ﬁne-tune online courses
and allocate their course offerings.
At the New York Institute of
Technology, Mark C. Hampton, vice
president for planning, analytics and
decision support, has tapped into
analytics to ﬁnd more classroom space.
With campuses on Long Island and
Manhattan, where space is always at a
premium, data can make a difference.
“It’s not like we can just pitch a
tent. We need to have a very concrete
plan, and absent this data, we haven’t
been able to do that,” he said. A recent
dive into the data showed that classes
in the health professions are among
the school’s strongest performers.
“As a direct result of these analyses,
the conversations have turned to be
about getting them more space.”
Tristan Denley is using data to
ensure students can maximize the
number of courses they take. As
vice chancellor for academic affairs at
the Tennessee Board of Regents, he is
responsible for 46 schools, including
six universities, 13 community colleges
and 27 colleges of applied technology.
“To enable students to take a fuller
schedule, you have to do more than
just say, ‘Take a fuller schedule.’ If you
want them to do that, and you want
them to take the right classes, you
need to crank the numbers,” he said.
Denley uses a mix of off-the-shelf
software products to dig deep into
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EDUCATION’S NEW DATA EXPERTS

more might end up keeping people
in those jobs who aren’t the best
people for those jobs,” Bowers said.
That’s just one small example of the
new and unexpected ways modern data
analytics can change the K-12 picture.
Others, meanwhile, are looking to data
science to shape how school districts
spend their precious IT dollars.
In the Public Schools of
Northborough and Southborough, for
example, Brehm recently started using
the ed tech accountability platform
CatchOn to track how apps were
being used. While the district has a
big inventory of apps that it pays for,
it turned out the most-used app is a
freebie from National Geographic.
“We had no fewer than 50 apps
that we were paying for, but we had no
idea what the usage was like,” he said.
“If only 10 teachers are using an app,
I can’t justify spending $25,000 a year
on that. The new data enable me to ask
the right questions: What is working?

data visualization and analysis at Seton
Hall University. Online educators
can close the gap by digging into the
information they do have available.
“You can actually track when do they
open some document, how often do
they see it, what time of day. You can
learn more about their study habits
because everything is being tracked.”

The New and Unexpected in K-12
In the K-12 world, data can
challenge educators and administrators
to view old problems in new ways. For
example, conventional wisdom says
the way to combat principal turnover
is by paying principals more. The data
say otherwise, according to Bowers.
He ran a data analytics project to
understand why principals leave their
jobs and found that the ones who
complain about being underpaid also
are among the least effective leaders.
“At a policy level, this means
that the idea of paying principals

DATA IN THE
ED TECH ECOSYSTEM

8 Converge

of attention. These
predictive models make
for dramatically improved
efficiencies.
The site also uses data
to improve engagements.
By quantifying a student’s
answering activity, social
interactions and other
variables, it’s possible
to deliver more effective
information.
“We can message
them that they are at a six
out of 10 in terms of their
learning activities, and
tell them the steps they
can take to improve their
learning score,” he said.
“Proper interventions can
improve each individual’s
learning process, and data
can help to drive that.”

other, so we have a lot of
data on who is friending
whom. We also have more
than 1,000 moderators
curating our content,
so we have information
about why this answer
is bad, why this question
is bad.”
Site operators are
developing algorithms
to automatically detect
the quality of questions
and answers. They
integrate dozens of data
points in order to quickly
discard bad answers,
speedily approve winning
replies, and focus their
moderators’ energies
on the middle zone:
Questions and answers
that require a little bit

The world of ed tech
is being dramatically
reshaped by the
application of data.
Take for instance
Brainly, whose online K-12
social learning platform
draws 80 million students
a month from 35 countries.
Students use the site
to exchange curated
questions and answers
about academic topics.
“We have about
30 million answered
questions and 8,000
new questions daily.
So we have a lot of data
to analyze in terms of
the content,” said Erik
Choi, Brainly’s principal
researcher. “We also let
our users ‘friend’ each
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What are people using or not using?”
Student outcomes likewise can be
swayed by creative data initiatives.
Robert Swiggum, CIO of the Georgia
Department of Education, has
been working along those lines.
Speciﬁcally, his team has developed
a streamlined way for educators to
meld data from mid-year testing into
the district’s longitudinal data system
in order to combine long-term data
on a student’s progress with snapshot
status checks. “That has really helped
teachers a lot. By combining the
longitudinal data with the presentday data, they can generate more
personalized learning,” he said.
The state system, which saw 66
million hits in 2016, also offers a
resource link with educational support
materials. Teachers can use those
materials based on the combined
testing and longitudinal information in
order to tailor instruction. “Now they
have a 360-degree view of this student,
and they have the materials they
need to act on that,” Swiggum said.
To ensure teacher buy-in, the IT
team worked hard to make the system
user friendly. “The hardest part is just
to get people to look at it. Teachers are
so busy with so many different things,
they have a ton of work,” Swiggum said.
While teacher buy-in may be
a hurdle in some districts, others
wrangle with the technical aspects of
data science. It can be a complex chore
to integrate and perform analytics on
multiple data points for thousands
or tens of thousands of students. The
task requires a robust architecture,
said Greg Hughes, CIO of the
Delaware Department of Education.
Hughes said he is fortunate in that
his state supports a single information
system for all 135,000 public school
students. “That means we have a really
nice pipeline to feed our data warehouse.
We have a common interface with all
the schools,” he said. “That makes it a
little easier for us to pull data together.”
Availability of data is a key enabler,
Hughes added. Of equal or even
greater importance is the availability
of a skilled data scientist.
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Cybersecurity
inhabits a
changing
landscape.
We help the public sector
navigate this shifting terrain.

Protecting data assets requires technology
knowledge plus insight into the unique nature of
federal organizations. KPMG combines both to
help you stay ahead of cyber threats efficiently
and effectively--no matter what’s around the bend.

Anticipate tomorrow. Deliver today.
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Cloud on
Your Terms:
Embracing
Incremental
Opportunities

Higher education institutions strive
to attract and educate the best and
brightest minds. With that comes a
responsibility to provide students
and administration with the right
tools to support learning in an
evolving educational landscape.

How colleges and
universities are
modernizing traditional
ﬁnance, human capital
management and
student systems
while minimizing the
heavy lift.

Today, institutions face public
pressure to innovate as key
issues like affordability, value and
accessibility continue to challenge
the traditional university system.
Enterprise cloud technology can help
address these challenges. But even
as private sector businesses migrate
in droves to cloud-based solutions,
many colleges and universities
continue to operate traditional,
on-premises ERP, ﬁnance, human
capital management and student
information systems.
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ADVERTISEMENT

BUILDING ON PEOPLESOFT
POPULARITY
Oracle’s higher education portfolio is
popular due to its stability, dependability
and functionality. Higher education leaders’ familiarity with Oracle’s PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions, PeopleSoft Financials
and PeopleSoft Human Capital Management (HCM) systems helps them quickly
adjust to changing needs to support
student success, while simple customization allows these solutions to meet
complex requirements unique to individual institutions. As a result, many colleges
and universities have embraced Oracle’s
PeopleSoft solutions to help them manage their complex business functions.
But long-term investments in
customized on-premises solutions have
made colleges and universities reluctant
to evolve their technology. Those using
PeopleSoft Financials and HCM systems
often hesitate to make the investments
required to swap out a stable, performing,
back office-oriented solution. Those
utilizing Campus Solutions question why
they should risk disruption in a missioncritical space when the current solution
is reliable and generally customizable.
“For many colleges and universities,
balancing the desire to move forward
while juggling current challenges
creates a unique barrier that prevents
university administrations from evolving,”
says Juan Carlos Gutierrez, managing
director, PwC Cloud Transformation
Services. “Higher education institutions
are concerned about how to continue to
innovate and grow while operating current business and navigating operational
concerns; how to modernize their IT systems leveraging the current skills they
possess; and how they can continue to
be centers for innovation without having
the tools, data and experience to do so.”
The good news is that cloud technology can help modernize and simplify
technical architectures and drive solutions
that move higher education forward. For
higher education institutions to innovate,
they need to focus more attention on
core competencies and differentiation
and less on operating technology. Cloud
enables higher education IT teams to
reduce costs, minimize risk and focus
their attention on the institution’s central
mission. Cloud can also help colleges
and universities keep their technology
current and reduce – or even eliminate
– the cost of hardware refresh cycles.
Alternatively, not taking advantage
of the cloud’s ability to transform and
simplify technical infrastructures can
make it much more challenging for higher
education institutions to adapt to current
and future needs.

TAKING A LESS DISRUPTIVE
PATH TO THE CLOUD
Despite the many beneﬁts, a
large-scale shift to the cloud can
seem daunting for higher education
institutions. Large investments in skill,
customized technology and complex
architectures can also make a broadbased shift to cloud expensive and
time consuming. More importantly, the
shift would disrupt momentum from
the organization’s broader business
goals at a critical time in the industry.
Fortunately, colleges and universities now have an alternative option
that can help them to capture the
beneﬁts of a cloud-based solution
while maintaining the beneﬁts of their
tried-and-true solution. Using Oracle’s
PeopleSoft Cloud Manager, combined
with expert guidance from PwC, colleges
and universities that use PeopleSoft
higher education solutions can move
from on-premises systems to modern,
cloud-based ﬁnance, HCM and student
information systems incrementally, and in
a lower-risk and less-disruptive manner.
Oracle’s PeopleSoft Cloud Manager enables colleges and universities to
make an incremental move to the cloud
without major service disruptions, so
they can continue using the on-premises applications they trust in a cloud
environment. This allows institutions
to modernize the IT environment while
also reducing complex infrastructure
and platform costs and maintaining the
integrity of their Oracle higher education
portfolio customizations and processes.
While the cost savings alone are
a compelling reason to shift to a cloud
infrastructure, the true value is in what
comes next. Because PwC has vast
experience working with clients to help
them understand the value of cloud
technologies, colleges and universities
get a detailed, customized roadmap to
guide them on their journey to a modern
IT architecture. Once a cloud-based,
modern architecture is in place, security, scalability and performance are no
longer dependent on in-house resources. And while reducing the workload
may seem like a threat to the skills and
investments of the IT organization, the
reality is a simpliﬁed operating model
allows IT teams to drive innovation.

“It allows clients to replace
monotonous workloads with missioncritical workloads, allows cost to be
allocated to new technology rather
than supporting old infrastructure
and hardware, and drives the focus
of big projects away from upgrades
to ﬁnding new ways to support more
modern IT capabilities,” says Gutierrez.
“Ultimately, moving to the cloud allows
the IT organization to become a more
strategic part of the overall organization.
As new ideas and new technologies
emerge, the shift to migrate Oracle’s
PeopleSoft higher education suite
to the cloud will open the doors for
those ideas to become reality.”
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For more information about Oracle’s
PeopleSoft Cloud Manager, visit
www.cloud.oracle.com.
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of Education, 60 percent of full-time
students who enrolled at a fouryear institution in 2008 took six
years to graduate. The same study
showed the average retention rate is
around 80 percent, but less selective
schools with open admissions
policies retained 62 percent of their
students between 2013 and 2014.
Graduation and retention rates are key
components to a school’s reputation.
A typical college graduate working
full time earns 54 percent more than
a worker who attended some college,
but has no degree. When retention
and graduation rates improve, both
students and institutions beneﬁt. How
can higher education keep students
in school long enough to graduate?
Turns out, analytics has some answers.
Predictive analytics uses massive
amounts of historical data to identify
patterns and forecast outcomes and
trends. More importantly, the data
indicates places where universities
can use limited resources to make
the greatest impact. When colleges
understand that students earning a
C in a freshman math class are far
more likely to drop out of school
than graduate, the schools can

f students struggle with
a certain subject in their
freshman year, are they
more likely to drop out?
Which students are
more likely to seek out academic
support, and do they graduate at
higher rates than students who
don’t? How much does it matter if
students delay choosing a major?
Getting the answers to questions
like these has never been easy, but
the situation is beginning to change
just at a time when student outcomes
in higher education have never been
more important. The reason for the
change is the same one that explains
which advertisements appear on an
individual’s Facebook page or which
movie recommendations Netﬂix has
for you on a Friday night. Data, when
collected and analyzed correctly,
can uncover patterns of human
behavior in new and revealing ways.
Consider the inﬂuence of big data
in higher education. With the help of
data analytics, state education agencies
and higher education institutions are
trying to increase college retention
and graduation rates. According to a
2016 report by the U.S. Department

How higher education is using analytics
to improve student outcomes.
By Jennifer Snelling
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THE POWER OF INFORMATION

GEORGIA
Georgia State University in
Atlanta, ranked fourth in the nation
in 2016 among the most innovative
colleges and universities by U.S. News
& World Report, raised its six-year
graduation rate about 22 percentage
points over a decade to 53 percent in
2013 with the help of a data analytics
program and targeted advising.
Nearly seven years ago, the school
looked at which students attended
academic advising, said Timothy
Renick, Georgia State vice president for

14 Converge
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Data analytics and targeted advising have helped
Georgia State University increase its graduation rates
by about 22 percent over a decade.
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enrollment management and statistics.
It was either the highly conscientious
students or those required to go
due to academic probation.
The school realized it was spending
most of its advising resources on
students whose academic success was
not signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by that
advising. Renick knew that if they
could determine which decisions
and behaviors were risk factors
for falling behind, they could ﬁnd
students with those factors who
would beneﬁt from early advising.
Using software developed by the
Education Advisory Board, Georgia
State identiﬁed more than 800 risk
factors that correlate to students
dropping out early. These factors
include registering for the wrong
course or receiving a C in a major
class. The school hired close to 50
advisers, and those advisers held more
than 52,000 student meetings, which
helped raise retention rates by four or
ﬁve percentage points, Renick said.
Georgia State has also raised
its progression rate, meaning
students are accumulating course
work on schedule to graduate in
four years. By graduating sooner,
those students saved $15 million a
year in tuition and fees in 2016.
“We are delivering personalized
attention at scale,” Renick said. “We
don’t just give generic advice, but
personalized advice. It’s making a big
difference in our success numbers.”
The initiative is especially helpful
to ﬁrst-generation college students,
who are more likely to be undecided
about their major and have less help
navigating the higher education
experience. “Georgia State has
closed all achievement gaps. We
have black, Latino and low-income
students graduating at the same rate,”
Renick said. “That’s due to data.”
Despite successes such as Georgia
State’s, the use of analytics is not
without its critics. The Education
Policy program at New America
has released a paper, The Promise
and Perils of Predictive Analytics
in Higher Education by Manuela

SHUTTERSTOCK COM

big data to personalize the higher
education experience for students,
close achievement gaps and help
more students graduate successfully.
“All three states have long been
leaders in thinking about the role
of data in education,” said Brennan
McMahon Parton, the Data Quality
Campaign’s associate director of
state policy and advocacy. “Data
is a really powerful tool to inform
practice and target students’ speciﬁc
needs. There’s so much interest in
making sure kids get to college and
stay on track to graduate, and that
is one of data’s big promises.”

identify those students early and offer
tutoring services before it is too late.
Longitudinal data, which tracks the
same sample of students at different
points in time, helps advisers see
a clearer picture of an individual
student. Why is this student, who
tested well in reading, struggling
with a freshman literature class?
Seeing that pattern can help advisers
ask students the right questions
and nudge them toward success.
The Southern states of Georgia,
Tennessee and Kentucky fall in
the bottom half of states when it
comes to six-year graduation rates
for ﬁrst-time, full-time students
who enrolled in 2007, according to
The Chronicle of Higher Education.
Georgia has a 54 percent graduation
rate, followed by Kentucky with
49 percent and Tennessee one
percent lower. (Delaware took
the top spot with nearly threequarters of its students graduating
in six years, while Washington,
D.C., came in last at 16 percent.)
But Georgia, Tennessee and
Kentucky have made signiﬁcant
progress from where they were
a decade ago, and they continue
to move forward as they harness
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“We are delivering personalized
attention at scale. We don’t just give
generic advice, but personalized
advice. It’s making a big difference
in our success numbers.”
— Timothy Renick, Georgia State

Ekowo and Iris Palmer. The authors
say predictive analytics can lead to
discriminatory practices as well as
privacy concerns over student data.
“For colleges that are just learning
to use predictive analytics to make
decisions, guarding against potential
harms can be a struggle,” Ekowo
pointed out in the paper’s introduction.
“But the stakes are too high to
postpone asking these hard questions.”
At Georgia State, Renick points out
that a student’s race is not associated
with an individual student’s data.
Plus, advisers are trained to avoid
presenting the predictive data as
something that will happen. Data is
only used as one tool to help advisers
identify which students are at risk and
what interventions statistically help.
“Regardless of the analytic, if
you’re employing it in an education
system, adults must be bound by
a principle that they should only
be used to support their learning,
never to hurt them,” said the Data
Quality Campaign’s Parton. “If you’re
using an analytic to predict success,
you need to be really transparent

about what’s in that analytic and
make sure they understand that
this is not a conclusion, it’s a way to
predict success so we can support
you the best way possible.”

TENNESSEE
Middle Tennessee State University
(MTSU), about 40 miles southeast
of Nashville, uses the same software
system as Georgia State. In 2014,
MTSU began using the statistics tool,
which identiﬁes when a student is
struggling in a class, for instance,
and notiﬁes an adviser who can set
up the student with tutoring. In
its ﬁrst year, the data tool helped
raise MTSU’s four-year graduation
rate to 20 percent from 16 .
As they try to complete their
degree, many MTSU students face a
number of challenges, including falling
behind academically because of their
poor math and reading skills. They
also struggle to ﬁt in classes around
their full-time jobs, long commutes
and family life. As with Georgia State,
others are ﬁrst-generation college

students and simply don’t know how
to manage college. The university
hired 47 new advisers to help students
cope with these challenges.
Mary Losey, a sophomore music
major, was identiﬁed as at-risk
for losing her Tennessee HOPE
scholarship during her ﬁrst semester.
Academic adviser Brad Baumgardner
asked her to come see him. Losey
conﬁded that her family was
experiencing ﬁnancial hardship and
had some expenses she could not cover.
“I showed up in tears. He helped
me ﬁll out the paperwork to give me a
small cushion,” she said. “We related
immediately and talked about clarinet
geek stuff. He knows the ins and outs of
the College of Liberal Arts completely.”
The paperwork resulted in a
college microloan that alleviated
some of Losey’s ﬁnancial burden,
allowing her to focus on school.
Now, Losey is working two jobs
and excelling academically.
From a list of more than 200
students whom Baumgardner advises,
the database at MTSU identiﬁes which
ones are on scholarship and what their
GPA is. Since a certain GPA is required
to keep a scholarship, correlating
these two pieces of information helps
advisers know who needs a pep talk.
“Everybody is big on the analytics,
and they are wonderful tools,”
Baumgardner said. “But if you don’t
have the people component, the data
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KENTUCKY
Like Tennessee, Kentucky
uses analytics at the state level to
inﬂuence policy and decision-making
at higher education institutions.
Kentucky’s Senate Bill 1 that passed
in 2009 required the Kentucky
Department of Education to create
common standards of career and
college readiness. The bill increased
the need for a comprehensive
data warehouse that measured
student outcomes throughout their
education and professional careers.
Kentucky received a federal grant
to establish a data warehouse and
created the Kentucky Longitudinal
Data System that’s housed at
the Center for Education and
Workforce Statistics (KCEWS).
Recently, KCEWS released the 2017
Postsecondary Feedback Report, which
provides in-depth data about degrees
and the subsequent employment
and wages former students earn
after they graduate. For example, 65
percent of education majors were
still employed after seven years, and

The University of Kentucky
incorporates wage earning
data by major into its academic
exploration tools for students.
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they had a median wage of just over
$50,000. In comparison, 42 percent
of science, technology, engineering
and math majors were employed after
seven years, but earned about $1,000
more than the education majors.
The University of Kentucky includes
that information in its academic
exploration tools, allowing students to
see how majors and potential future
wages correlate. The information
helps students make more informed
decisions about their course of study.
Kentucky hopes to promote this
kind of evidence-based decisionmaking. Two years ago, the university
compiled data collected through
surveys, focus groups and its student
record system. Leaders used the
data to create a new strategic plan
built on four pillars that inﬂuence
student success, according to
Kirsten Turner, associate provost of
academic excellence operations.
The pillars include academic
success, ﬁnancial stability, health and
wellness, and community, and they’re
pretty accurate, said Todd Brann,
the University of Kentucky’s interim
director of analytics, assessment
and decision support.
“As someone who looks at tables,
views and code all day, I’ve yet to
ﬁnd a reason for a student leaving
that I can’t categorize in one of those
four pillars. Research for research’s

FLICKR/TOM IPRI

and enrollment information from
thousands of other students. This
program then uses a recommendation
system analogous to those used by
Amazon or Netﬂix to suggest courses
or ﬁelds of study based on the data.

isn’t worth a darn. The analytics
make my job easier, but we have
to have the boots on the ground,
people trained to make personal
interventions for these kids.”
At MTSU, advising through
predictive analytics is a culture.
From the president all the way to the
cafeteria workers, every staff member
is concerned with tracking students.
Advising and advanced registration
are two factors shown to improve
student success. Students receive
regular advising reminders via email,
complete with a scheduling link. At
campus social events, staff reminds
students to meet with their advisers.
At the dining hall, they ask students if
they’ve registered for the fall semester.
Analytics helps advisers identify
individuals at risk, but it also helps
identify trends that can be addressed
at the institutional level. Data collected
at the state level by the Tennessee
Board of Regents showed that about
one-third of Tennessee students who
arrived on campus didn’t know what
they wanted to study, and more than
half of those students dropped out
entirely before choosing anything,
according to Tristan Denley, vice
chancellor for academic affairs at
the Tennessee Board of Regents.
“Choosing to choose later is really
an impediment to their success,”
Denley said. “People are simply more
committed to something when they
feel the purpose of what they’re doing.”
Once the Tennessee Board
of Regents identiﬁed this trend,
two of the system’s universities —
University of Memphis and Austin
Peay State University — changed their
advising policies. For the last two
years, incoming students have been
required to meet with an adviser so
they can choose a ﬁeld of focus or a
meta major, such as social sciences,
business, science or education.
To help students choose, these
two Tennessee institutions use
Degree Compass, a program Denley
developed at Austin Peay State
University that combines data on a
student’s past grades with transcript
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THE POWER OF INFORMATION

of responsibility that speciﬁes that
they will only use the information to
complete a speciﬁc job for the student.
Across campus, the departments of
decision support, advanced analytics
and enrollment management
collaborate to use data in ways that will
positively impact student outcomes.
While the data infrastructure is
good, Brann’s office constantly
reviews data for cleanup and
interpretation, as well as uses checks
and balances to limit human error.
“We’re trying to create a culture
of evidence and evidence-based
practice,” Turner said. “How do we
get the campus as a whole thinking
in those terms? We want to usher in
a universal culture of evidence.”

sake is important, but I focus on
actionable business intelligence
and how we’re going to change
university policies and procedures
to support student success.”
Brann noticed that the retention of
resident students falls by 40 percent
with every $5,000 of unmet ﬁnancial
need. The university is now in the
midst of a multiyear effort to shift
its scholarship awards from merit
based to ﬁnancial need based.
Student privacy is a concern
whenever states or institutions gather
large amounts of data. KCEWS strips
all information that could identify
an individual student from the data,
including the person’s name, date of
birth, Social Security number and the
institution they attend. The focus of
the research is on the numbers, not
the individual students, Brann said.
University of Kentucky staff
members are asked to sign a statement

Information Is Power
Educational data is a valuable tool
that can be used by policymakers
and educators to evaluate success

over time. “We are excited to see
other states prioritize this type of
work,” said Kate Akers, executive
director of the Kentucky Center for
Education and Workforce Statistics.
“In Kentucky, we collect and integrate
data so that policymakers, the
general public and institutions can
make the best decisions possible.”
Armed with the knowledge of how
to positively inﬂuence graduation
rates, progression rates, course
grades, ﬁelds of study and ﬁnancial
aid awards, institutions are poised
to better help students succeed.
“The beneﬁt and promise of
education data writ large is that
it’s a tool to inform conversations
and actions that lead to student
success,” said the Data Quality
Campaign’s Parton. “A holistic picture
allows adults to use information
to tailor instruction to meet the
needs of every student.”
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From the

SHADOWS
Students in foster care risk dropping out and
falling behind when schools and child welfare
systems don’t share data. But California and
other states are working to fix the problem.
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very year, more than
400,000 neglected
or abused children
are taken away from
family members
and placed with foster families in
the United States. Nearly two-thirds
of these children fall between ages
5 and 17, when they would likely be
in elementary or secondary schools.
Their teachers and other school staff
often hear about what’s happening
to the child and report it, along
with other working professionals
in legal and law enforcement ﬁelds,
according to the Child Maltreatment
2015 report from the Children’s
Bureau of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services.
But while educators may have
started out knowing what was
happening with these children, they
often lost touch with them when
students were placed in foster care.
In fact, schools haven’t always known
when they have these children in
their classrooms due to frequent
school changes, privacy laws and
lack of data sharing. Because they
make up such a small percentage of
the student population, their needs
aren’t always on educators’ radar.
That’s a problem for schools
because children in foster care tend
to have lower graduation rates, higher
dropout rates and slower grade
progression than other students. This
achievement gap was hidden for a
long time at the state level because
two major agencies didn’t share much
information — with good reason.
Child welfare agencies kept records
on children who entered the foster
care system, and education departments tracked how these students
did in school. They each had separate
information systems and followed
different privacy and reporting laws.
“There was no structure, no bridge
between two big statewide systems that
were for totally different purposes,”
said Vanessa Ximenes Barrat, a senior
researcher with the nonproﬁt WestEd,
which pushes for improvement in
students’ education outcomes.
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FROM THE SHADOWS

California’s Experience

from low socio-economic backgrounds. The students who did take
standardized tests didn’t do as well as
their peers. Just 29 percent were proﬁcient on the California Standards Test
for English language arts compared
to 53 percent for students overall.
One-third of students in foster
care also changed schools at least
once in the school year — four times
the rate of their peers. And about
15 percent of students in foster care
attended the bottom tenth of schools.
Many people are responsible for children’s well-being and
education when they’re in foster
care, including the county, the caregiver, the case worker and the school.
But they typically don’t know everything that’s going on with a child
because they don’t have the data.
“It’s difficult to execute on your
responsibility when you’re sort of
operating in the dark,” said Paige
Kowalski, executive vice president
of the Data Quality Campaign, which
worked with the Legal Center for
Foster Care and Education on a
road map for securely connecting
foster care and K-12 records.

Researchers recognized the challenges that students in foster care faced
as they frequently moved between
foster families, changed schools and
dealt with the trauma they experienced. But they didn’t know how much
this instability affected their education
outcomes because children’s education
and foster-care records were never
matched and analyzed together.
That dilemma led legislators and
advocates to create a policy framework
designed to bridge the systems so
they could work together for student
success. While other states had
addressed this issue earlier, California’s legislative work provided
a model that federal policymakers
and other states including Washington and Arizona have followed.
Barrat, BethAnn Berliner and
several other researchers from the
Center for the Future of Teaching and
Learning at WestEd asked California
to build a bridge between its child
welfare and education systems that
would allow for the study of education
outcomes of students in foster care
during the 2009-2010 academic
year. The California Department
of Social Services agreed to send a
data ﬁle to the California Education
Department so that the child welfare
and education records for each child
could be matched. Whenever they
had a match, researchers analyzed
how that student did in school.
Researchers discovered that
students in foster care had the
lowest high school graduation
rate, highest school dropout rate
and lowest state testing participation rate. They published their
ﬁndings in two 2013 and 2014 reports
funded by the Stuart Foundation.
The California reports showed that
out of more than 394,000 students
enrolled in 12th grade, 84 percent
graduated compared to 58 percent
of more than 2,500 students in foster
care. That’s a lower rate than other
sub-groups that tend to struggle,
including English language learners,
students with disabilities and learners

20 Converge

Legal Action Promotes
Data Sharing
The results from the data analysis
exposed a major problem. California
policymakers addressed it immediately. In 2013, they changed the
Local Control Funding Formula for
schools through Assembly Bill 97,
which required schools to report the
education outcomes of students in
foster care through the California
Longitudinal Pupil Achievement Data
System. Additionally, the legislation
gave county education offices responsibility for verifying that the data for
schools in their county was accurate.
The funding formula provided
more money to school districts
based on the percentage of students
they served who were in foster
care, who were learning English
and who were from families with a
low income. This additional money
funded services for these students
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including nutrition, transportation
and academic support. In exchange,
schools were held accountable for the
academic results of these groups.
Under the new law, the California
departments of social services and
education needed to develop and agree
to a memorandum of understanding.
This memorandum would require
social services to share data at least
weekly with the education department
so they could identify students in
foster care. The state superintendent
of public instruction would report
education outcomes for these students
to the Legislature and governor.
And the education department also
would send weekly data to schools
and county offices of education so
they would know which students in
their service area were in foster care.
Similar data sharing agreements
were already in place at the local level
in a number of counties including
Sacramento. But the state match made
sure that schools in every county at
least knew who their foster kids were.
“The memorandum of understanding that allowed the California
Department of Social Services and
the California Education Department
to even do the match was huge,” said
Trish Kennedy, director of Foster
Youth Services at the Sacramento
County Office of Education. “As
soon as schools and county offices of
education began getting the data match
of their foster youth, it kind of set a
new level, a new bar on data sharing.”
Two years later, the California
Legislature passed Assembly Bill
854, which allowed county offices of
education to apply for grant funding
so they could serve as coordinators of
foster services. A foster care coordinator in each county office would
work with local schools, county child
welfare agencies and county probation
departments to appropriately place
children in schools with the goal
of minimizing school changes. The
legislation also authorized schools to
provide transportation for students
when it was in their best interest to
stay in their original school, even
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SHUTTERSTOCK

FROM THE SHADOWS

Education and child welfare leaders are figuring out how to work together to help students in foster care succeed.

though they might be placed in
a home outside of the district.
A number of organizations
including the nonproﬁt National
Center for Youth Law successfully pushed for foster care reform
in California. Then they worked
nationally to transfer some of those
same foster care student provisions to
the federal Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA) that passed in 2015.
“California was a leader, really, in
setting up the formula that identiﬁed
students in foster care,” Barrat said.
When ESSA became law, every state
had to start ﬁguring out how to share
data both ways between child welfare
and education agencies. Previously
federal law called for child welfare
agencies to send data to their counterparts in education, but the education
agencies didn’t have to share data back.
State education agencies now have
to share data with their counterparts
in child welfare, keep students in
their original school when it’s in the
children’s best interest and report

on education outcomes for these
students. Schools also have to work
with local child welfare agencies to
enroll new students, transfer their
records immediately and provide
transportation from their new foster
care home to their original school.
That meant that both sides needed
to appoint foster-care liaisons at
the local, regional and state level.

More Work and Time Needed
Collaboration helps ensure that
foster youth are placed in appropriate
courses and programs that meet
their needs, receive credit when they
change placements or schools and
keep on track in school with the help
of outside resources. Social workers
also get more accurate information
faster that they can provide to a school
when students transfer, according to
Cynthia Vanzant, program planner for
Child Protective Services in the Sacramento County Department of Health
and Human Services. The county also
has created a database so that social

workers can use ZIP codes to place
children in homes closer to their
school that meet the children’s needs.
California has made quite a bit of
progress over the last few years to
share data, make sure it’s accurate and
act on it. Other states are also moving
in the same direction. But they still
have more work to do, said Michelle
Francois Traiman, senior director of
the FosterEd initiative at the National
Center for Youth Law. Regional pockets
of excellence exist where agencies are
identifying students’ needs with the
help of data sharing. That said, they’re
not proliﬁc enough. This work is
hard, expensive, and takes persistence
and strong leaders at each level.
“We’re another decade out really
from seeing the kind of use of data
that truly makes it down to every
single use,” Traiman said. “Implementation doesn’t work unless every
young person experiences the beneﬁt
of the intended policy or the intended
vision of the state partners.”
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IF YOUR CITY USES THESE

YOU’RE REQUIRED TO KEEP RECORDS
FOR UP TO 10 YEARS.
BUT DON’T WORRY. WE GOT YOUR BACK.
archivesocial.com
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Setting a

NEW PACE
Data is a key ingredient in New Hampshire’s
ground-breaking pilot project that redefines
how student performance is measured.
By Julia McCandless

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

S

that looks at a broader range of
measures for student learning than
the traditional standardized testing
that has been used for years.
Besides Sanborn, eight other New
Hampshire school districts are part of
PACE, including Rochester, Epping,
Souhegan, Monroe, Concord, Seacoast
Charter School, Pittsﬁeld and SAU
35. More than 15 additional districts
across the state are in the process of

anborn Regional School
District, serving two
small towns in southern
New Hampshire, might
be modest in size, but it’s
participating in a very big project that
could impact students, teachers and
schools across the country. Sanborn
is part of Performance Assessment
of Competency Education (PACE),
a two-year, state-run pilot project

planning and preparing to implement
the pilot as well. Educators from
around the country are watching the
project closely to see whether PACE
is successful in terms of providing a
competency-based education approach
that allows students to learn and
demonstrate critical knowledge skills.
Launched in 2015, PACE is an
accountability pilot approved by the
U.S. Department of Education and
designed by the New Hampshire
Department of Education to drive
deeper learning for students and
organizational change for schools
and districts. According to the
department, the new accountability
model was developed in part because
“New Hampshire’s educational
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SETTING A NEW PACE

leaders recognize that the level of
improvement required cannot occur
with the same type of externally
oriented accountability model that has
been employed for the past 12 years.”
Instead of traditional multiplechoice testing, teachers evaluate
students based on performance
assessments that are relevant to
current learning and can demonstrate
competency levels. There are currently
17 core performance assessments that all
participating PACE school districts have
created and use to measure students.
What does a performance
assessment look like for students?
It can take many forms, including
quizzes, writing assignments, projects
or presentations. For example, students
in Sanborn were asked to create
a solar cooker as part of a project
demonstrating key science concepts
that they were learning at the time.
Many in the education sector are
watching PACE closely to see if it
has the potential to be implemented
throughout New Hampshire and
possibly other states across the nation.
In fact, the Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) now includes the “Assessment
and Accountability Demonstration
Authority,” which allows states to pilot
innovative ways to assess students.
Before any official rollouts of the
PACE model can happen, however,
the pilot must prove that locally
developed performance assessments
can be used to compare districts.

Instead of just taking a test, students in Sanborn Regional School
District built a solar cooker based on the science principles they learned.

and technical standards for their
efforts with the help of the Center for
Assessment, a nonproﬁt organization
that offers consulting services related
to assessment and accountability. With
headquarters in New Hampshire, the
organization was established in 1998
and has a long history of working
with states and school districts to
address changes in accountability
and assessment in the United States.
As part of that collaboration, the
center develops metrics to ensure that
all assessments align with agreedupon performance standards.
During the actual evaluation process,
teachers come together as a group to
discuss, evaluate and grade student
work via a rubric system. All work
is cross-evaluated to ensure fairness
and consistency. To protect student
privacy, all names and identifying
information are removed from student
work prior to evaluations and are
replaced with an ID number that
the New Hampshire Department of
Education correlates to names later on.
Those scores are uploaded
to PerformancePLUS, a suite of
modules that assist New Hampshire
school districts in managing and
organizing student data, creating local
assessments, and mapping curriculum.
The Center for Assessment can access
the scores to look for variances across

W

hile teachers assess
students in the PACE
model, they have to
follow established
processes to ensure quality and
fairness. From the beginning, teachers
across the PACE districts work with a
coordinator of curriculum, instruction
and assessment along with 30 teacher
content leads who are trained to
develop complex performance tasks
to ensure that the assessments align
with PACE standards and guidelines.
The New Hampshire districts
have also been establishing quality
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districts and adjust performance
standards, if necessary (i.e., if there is
evidence that a teacher is more lenient
or stringent than others). As a way
to collect comparative data, students
in grades three, four and eight still
take tests from the Smarter Balanced
Assessment Consortium that 15 states
support, and 11th-graders take the SAT.
To further enhance consistency
within schools and across districts
during evaluations, participating school
districts must meet certain criteria. As
noted in a recent progress report to the
United States Department of Education,
the New Hampshire Department of
Education set a target for evaluator
consistency of 60 percent for each
part of multidimensional tasks. The
target is based on information from the
National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), a federal program
designed to measure what students
know and can do in various subjects.
Furthermore, the state established
a target of 54 percent for crossdistrict evaluation comparability.
Student performance assessment
data is accessible by the state, school
districts and Center for Assessment.
Parents also receive reports on their
students’ performance in math, science
or language arts, much like they would
for a traditional standardized test.
While the use of PerformancePLUS
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SETTING A NEW PACE

has been an adequate tool for the
pilot, it’s also revealed a need for a
more comprehensive technology
solution, according to Scott Marion,
executive director of the Center
for Assessment. Currently, many
applications do just parts of what they
need done. For example, LibGuides
allows them to store and securely
share implementation documents,
including a task administration
guide, monthly meeting minutes,
data collection protocols and
resources. It also serves as a repository
for operational tasks to support
assessment needs in PACE districts.
But during task development, teachers
use Google Docs to collaborate.
“That is one of the major
challenges: to ﬁnd a solution that
does it all,” said Marion. “To make
it even more complicated, one that
integrates with a variety of home
systems in different districts [such
as a student management system
or learning management system].
That’s been a real challenge for us.”
Since a solution has not been
found that meets all of the needs
in terms of task development, data
collection, performance task scoring
and calibration, the state is aware
that it may need to build its own
system and is considering partnering
with a technology company to
design a customized solution.

Smarter Balanced and a 48 percent
proﬁciency rating for the PACE group
mean. Those scores shot up in 2016
to 62 percent for Smarter Balanced
and 53 percent for the PACE group
mean. Similar ﬁndings were true for
2016 eighth-grade math results.
While these results are
encouraging, researchers at the
Center for Assessment are clear
that further data is needed to
determine true, sustainable impact.
Brian Blake, superintendent at

“This is a lot
harder than
memorizing
facts.”
— Brian Blake, Sanborn
Regional School District

L

ooking at the data results
from the ﬁrst two years
of the pilot, it appears
that PACE scores are
comparable to Smarter Balanced
scores. While additional analysis
will give deeper insights, the scores
validate the personalized, competencybased approach as a measure
of student performance within
schools and on a statewide basis.
In fact, the most recent results
show a signiﬁcant uptick in student
scores after PACE implementation.
For example, eighth-grade English
language arts results from 2015 show
a 58 percent proﬁciency rating for

Sanborn Regional School District,
notes that the scores point more to the
rigor of the assessments than students’
abilities. “This is a lot harder than
memorizing facts,” he said. “I think that
if you ask our teachers, or our parents,
they would tell you that students are
learning at a deeper level than they
were before.” He also pointed out that
performance assessments have opened
the door for some students to improve
their evaluation scores by being able to
demonstrate what they know, rather
than relying on being a good test-taker.
That demonstration and retention
of knowledge is precisely why
organizations like the National
Education Association strongly support
the PACE model as a modern approach
to assessments. Donna HarrisAikens, the association’s director
of education policy and practice,
foresees this as the future of student
assessments. “People are rapidly

coming to the conclusion that the
kinds of assessments that students are
taking matter,” she said. “If it doesn’t
promote learning, you need to ask the
question about why you’re trying to
give that assessment. Figure out where
students’ strengths are. The closer
you can get to assessments supporting
student learning, the more often
these assessments look like projects
or students playing a musical score.”
Harris also points to the limited
information that standardized testing
reveals. “Standardized testing provides
some data that is useful trend data,
but it doesn’t provide information
that can be used in individual schools
or classrooms about how to help
individual students succeed.”
While the future of assessments
across the nation is still uncertain,
Paul Leather, deputy commissioner for
the New Hampshire Department of
Education, notes that the PACE model
is swiftly being implemented across
the state. “We are rolling the process
out as we speak through a multitiered
system, by which districts must prove
that they are ready to implement the
system, as they have the appropriate
leadership, training, resources
for implementation, and agree to
participate in the group activities that
drive PACE,” he explained in an email.
“Typically, they go through a couple
years of preparation work in several
tiers of support before implementing.”
Leather notes that while there
are still areas to improve, the PACE
pilot has strongly proven to stand
up as an accountability system so
far. “We need to do more to shore
up college and career-ready math
performance in our high schools —
this is a No. 1 priority. We believe
that this system provides much in
terms of supporting schools and
educators, in terms of understanding
rigorous expectations for students
in new ways, and in investment
in their students’ success.”
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Y

ou might say
that romance led
Melissa Woo to
the IT world. After
completing her
doctorate degree in biophysics at the
University of Illinois, she took a job as
a health physicist on campus as a way
to stay close to her ﬁrst husband. Her
responsibilities included computerrelated duties, such as managing
websites and international email
lists. While this work was outside
of the scope of her background,
Woo discovered an affinity for and
deep meaning in the world of IT. “I
realized that it was breaking down
communication barriers between
people,” she said. “I saw it as a means of
connecting people.” From there, Woo
was hooked and made the decision to
start a new career in IT, working her
way up from an entry-level position.
Since then, Woo has blazed a trail
as an IT leader in higher education.
She has worked in key IT roles at the
University of Oregon, University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Today, she serves as senior vice
president for information technology
and chief information officer at Stony
Brook University in New York.
Woo knows ﬁrst-hand the
challenges of being a minority in her
ﬁeld as both an Asian and a woman,
and has worked passionately to
advocate for diversity and inclusion in
the IT sector. Women and minorities
including Asian-Americans tend to
make up a smaller percentage of the
IT workforce. In fact, according to
an Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission report, Asian-Americans
make up 19.5 percent of the 2.3 million
professionals in the tech sector who
were represented in the report. Out
of an approximate 5 million sample
size, women hold 20 percent of tech
executive positions nationwide.
Keith “Mac” McIntosh, vice
president and CIO at the University
of Richmond, has collaborated with
Woo on many publications, panel
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DIVERSITYin the

C SUITE

CHRISTOPHER BEAUCHAMP

Changing careers isn’t easy, but Melissa Woo
shifted from biophysics to technology and has
become a trailblazing CIO. By Julia McCandless
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Besides driving positive
change in the technology
sector, Melissa Woo is also
passionate about books,
food and music.
CHRISTOPHER BEAUCHAMP

discussions and presentations around
diversity inclusion, and notes that
she stands out as a true leader in the
ﬁeld. “She is not afraid to speak up
about what she believes in,” he said.
“She is willing to put her neck out and
throws her energy behind things she
believes in.” He points out that, despite
managing many other high-level
priorities, Woo demonstrates a ﬁrm
dedication to making positive change.
“She is carving time out of her day to
speak, write and share as much as she
can to get folks in leadership pipelines
to think about higher education in IT.
She’s not been afraid to say that there
are different directions to go in and
guide the IT team in that direction.
That’s the essence of leadership.”
For Woo, diversity inclusion is
also about having good business
sense. “In the business world, it’s
been demonstrated that there are
better outcomes when you have
diversity throughout. The same
applies to higher ed — it’s important
to have diversity of all kinds to
advance innovation and bring new
ideas to the table,” she said.
She works closely with
EDUCAUSE, a nonproﬁt community
of IT leaders and professionals focused
on advancing higher education, and
received the organization’s 2012 Rising
Star Award for her accomplishments.
Joanna Young, senior managing
director at BlueLine Associates
and former CIO at Michigan State
University, collaborates with Woo at
EDUCAUSE and values her strong

28 Converge

leadership in the IT ﬁeld. “We’re
both part of a small group — women
leaders in the C-suite — and we both
get that more participation by women
is needed in IT at all levels, as part of
the overall need for more technology
talent in the U.S.,” she said. Young and
Woo continue to “talk” every week on
Twitter’s #CIOchat along with others
and help widen their circle to include
CIOs from a wide range of industries.
Ask Woo, and she’ll note one
of her greatest accomplishments
is supporting researchers. Case in
point: She recently made history by
establishing Stony Brook University as
the ﬁrst higher education institution in
New York to achieve network speed of
100 gigabits per second to the research
and education network NYSERNet.
For researchers, that increase now
allows them to transfer data back and
forth faster, meaning they can get
more accomplished in their research.
Beyond enhancing innovation in
higher education, Woo is a passionate
mentor who is motivated by seeing
others grow and advance to places
they dream of. That’s also the reason
why working in public higher
education remains so important to
her. “We are training the minds for the
next generation; the people who are
going to provide all the innovation
going forward,” she said. “This means
something. It’s not like working for
a company and trying to justify that
‘widget x’ is the most important
thing to mankind. We are helping to
educate the minds of the future.”

Favorite books: Brave New
World by Aldous Huxley;
Nexus: Small Worlds and the
Groundbreaking Science of
Networks, by Mark Buchanan;
nearly anything written by Mary
Roach and most things written
by Neil Gaiman.
Favorite food: A self-described
“flexitarian,” she eats meatless
most of the time and focuses on
a plant-based diet. Her favorite
meal is the “meatless Joes”
(i.e., vegetarian sloppy Joes)
that her husband makes on
brioche buns.
Best playlist: Woo changes up
her listening favorites quickly
and even posts a musical
selection of the day every
morning to her Google+ stream.
Her current favorite is anything
by 2Cellos, whom she recently
saw in concert.
Inspiring person: Bruce
Maas, a former manager
who retired in April from his
position as vice provost for
information technology and
chief information officer at
the University of WisconsinMadison.
Favorite quote: “Between
stimulus and response there is a
space. In that space is our power
to choose our response. In our
response lies our growth and
freedom.” — Viktor Frankl
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Guest Column

Denver’s
Parent Portal
Some lessons on helping parents support students.
By Kipp Bentley

W

ith the current
emphasis on
providing
important K-12
student data to educators, the
challenge still remains as to how
best to share this information with
parents and students. Many districts
employ student information systems
(SIS) that include online parent and
student access to attendance and
grades — and perhaps also class
assignments, assessment scores and
behavior information. In so doing,
these districts are recognizing the
role such information can play in
growing parents’ participation in
their students’ academic success.
But what of parents who are
non-English speakers? Or those
with limited skills in deciphering the
complex information provided about
their students from their district’s
SIS, as well as from other district
information systems? And what about
parents whose only Internet access
is, at best, through a smartphone?
Some school districts have
acknowledged these needs by
building or purchasing parent
portals that provide more than just
static student data. These portals
give parents a more inclusive and
easier look into their students’
school performance, and offer
ways for parents to support their
students’ academic success.
They also are being formatted in
multiple languages and for access
via operating systems for iOS or

Android smartphones to help
with the language and technical
challenges some parents face.
One such parent portal has
been developed and successfully
implemented by the Denver Public
Schools (DPS). I worked in DPS
until 2013 and was involved in the
early stages of the district’s portal
development and rollout. During
a recent conversation with Megan
Marquez, the district’s academic portal
director, I was brought up-to-date on
the status of Denver’s Parent Portal.
Begun in 2012 with initial
funding from the Michael and
Susan Dell Foundation, the DPS
Parent Portal helps district parents
by providing graphically formatted
student data translated into the
nine languages most spoken in
this diverse, urban district. The
DPS Parent Portal is now used by
a majority of the district’s parents
and is smartphone accessible.
Some key factors that have
contributed to Denver’s Parent
Portal success include:
• Strong ﬁnancial support
provided through grants and
district bond funding
• A portal product management
and outreach team assembled
to support the district’s Parent
Portal, as well as its other
in-house developed portals:
Principal, Teacher and Student

• Extensive community outreach and
parent training offered through
schools and city organizations, such
as the Denver Housing Authority
• Teachers hired to write grade-level
and subject-speciﬁc curriculum
guides for inclusion in the portal,
and focus on such topics as: What
can I do to help my child prepare
for fourth-grade literacy?
Though it has gained a strong foothold
among its parent community, the
DPS Parent Portal continues to face
challenges. Some of these are:
• The lack of common
interoperability standards
between the district’s many
third-party data systems
• The growing number of districtpurchased data and information
systems (assessments, curriculum,
etc.) with their own unique
portals and log-in requirements
• Addressing the needs of schools
that want their own schoolbranded parent portals with
information unique to each
school (calendars, schedules,
parent communications, etc.)
• Securing the time from the district’s
in-house data programmers for
custom portal development
• Maintaining a high level of
student data privacy
The DPS Parent Portal remains a
work in progress. In the coming year,
the district’s portals are transitioning
to a new back-end platform that will
require less custom work from the
district’s in-house programming staff.
Another upcoming portal
enhancement will include the
district’s graduation requirements
and will provide parents with current
information on their students’ On
Track to Graduate status. Additionally,
future portal iterations will focus
on providing relevant district
departments and staff with the ability
to manage their own portal content.

Kipp Bentley was formerly the director of educational technologies in Denver Public Schools. He’s currently a senior
fellow with the Center for Digital Education and consults, writes and weaves in Santa Fe, N.M.
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DATA

HIGH MARKS:
School districts reveal their digital priorities
and practices for 2017.

As school districts continue to bolster their use of technology, data and digital content, it becomes increasingly important
to know what are the top priorities and practices. For that reason, the Center for Digital Education and the National School
Boards Association have been conducting their Digital School Districts Survey for 13 years. The purpose is to identify
emerging trends around leadership, governance, accountability, engagement, data management and security. Here
are the highlights from the 2016-17 survey. Source: 2016-17 Digital School Districts Survey

TOP 5 DIGITAL
PRIORITIES:
1
2
3
4
5

/
/
/
/
/

SCHOOLS
EMBRACE
MOBILITY:

Personalized learning
Digital content and curriculum
Professional development
Mobility
Networking infrastructure upgrades

88%
of districts have a mobile policy

56%
provide a mobile app

TOP 3 SOCIAL
MEDIA PLATFORMS:

DISTRICTS HAVE
DIGITAL CONTENT
STRATEGIES:

93%

92%

75%

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

59%
have a content and curriculum strategy

64%
include open education resources
(OER) in their digital content
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BLENDED LEARNING IS THRIVING:
of districts
offer blended
learning for
core content

69%

69%

allow students to
take fully online
courses for credit

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
FOR TECHNOLOGY:

42%

use video
conferencing
for instruction

DRIVERS FOR
IMPROVING DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCTURE:
1 / Preparing children

41%

for 21st-century economy

of districts mandate ongoing tech-based
development

2 / Improving student performance
3 / Supporting innovative teaching
practices

78%
include recommendations for innovative uses
of tech in education

CHALLENGES FOR
IMPROVING DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCTURE:

SCHOOLS BOLSTER
CYBERSECURITY:

1 / Budgets
2 / Legacy systems
3 / Physical environment limitations

32%
of districts have a full-time chief information
security officer

75%
of districts have a governance policy
to ensure data security and privacy
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Real-time collaboration. Orchestrated by CDW•G.
Today, classrooms aren’t limited to a physical space or the students right in front of you.
Intel Unite software is a wireless technology that connects immediately to new or existing
displays and allows students to learn and ask questions in real time, no matter where they
are. Let Intel Unite securely power your classroom so students can connect and contribute
seamlessly from anywhere. That’s IT Orchestration by CDW™.
CDWG.com/Intel

©2017 CDW® , CDW•G ® and PEOPLE WHO GET IT® are registered trademarks of CDW LLC.
Intel, the Intel logo and Intel Unite are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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